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When you sign up as a user of Facebook, the default settings allow all other Facebook users to find
you in searches. However, only those you have confirmed as friends or who share a network with
you have access to your full profile. By default, your name and thumbnail profile picture can also
be found on public search engines. Facebook has selected these settings based on what it believes
most users want, but you can always change them to restrict access to your information, as you see
fit. Therefore, you can change the default settings to restrict access to your profile. Under the current
setting, only your friends, their friends and the people on your networks can see your profile. If you
download Facebook Platform third-party applications into your profile, some of your information may
be shared (see section on Applications below). It is important to explore these default settings, to
adjust the privacy settings to those with which you are comfortable. This tip sheet has been revised
to reflect the new formatting gradually introduced during the summer/fall of 2008. All users were
switched over to the new interface during October 2008.
It’s easy to change the default settings. Once you sign in, click on “Settings” at the top of the
screen toward the right, (just to the left of the Search bar),and then choose “Privacy Settings”
from the drop-down menu. or visit http:\\Facebook.com\privacy. The Privacy Overview menu has
four categories in which you can determine the degree of privacy you would like. You can click on
each heading to access the page on which you can make your changes. Privacy settings can be
customized to exclude or include specific friends or lists of friends. Remember to click on “Save
Changes” before exiting the page. (Note: Review your privacy settings if you change regional
networks. The settings will change back to the default: all members of that network will be able to
see your full profile. It is important to be aware of this, and adjust your privacy settings if this is not
what you want. It is a wise practice to check your privacy settings whenever you add anything or
make any changes to your profile.)

Profile: This page contains two tabs, each with numerous individual controls for who can see aspects
of your profile. On the Basic tab are controls for your entire profile, and individual features of your
profile: Basic Information (which includes Gender, Birthday, Hometown, Political and Religious Views,
and Relationship Status), Personal Information (which includes your Interests, Activities, Favorites and
your About Me section), photos and videos tagged of you, status updates, friends, wall, education and
work information. On the Contact Information tab, you can tailor permissions for IM Screen Name,
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Mobile Phone, Land Phone, Current Address, Website and Email Address (if in fact you provided
these details for your profile).
• To limit viewing of Profile information to only your Facebook friends, select “Only Friends” in
each drop-down menu. If you wish to limit viewing to certain segregated lists of friends that
you can set up on your main Friends page, or just to individual friends, or to exclude certain
individuals and networks, choose “Customize” in the drop-down menus and adjust the settings
accordingly.

Search: You can control which Facebook users can find you in searches and what appears in your
search listing within the site; you can prevent yourself from being suggested as a prospective friend
to other Facebook users in the “People You May Know” feature; you can also control whether you are
searchable by anyone on public search engines. Within Facebook, you can restrict which networks
have access to your profile in searches and what actions people can take with your search results,
such as contacting you or adding you as a friend.
• To be searchable within Facebook only by your Facebook friends, select “Only Friends” in the
Search Visibility drop-down menu and leave the first set of checkboxes below the drop-down
menu (the ones starting with “In addition…”) blank.
• “Only Friends” also works to prevent your being presented as a prospective friend to other
Facebook users. If you are available in Search to someone (for example, “Friends of Friends,”
“My Networks and Friends of Friends,” or “Everyone,”) you may appear in their “People You May
Know” section. You will also not be presented as a potential friend to anyone you have ‘x-ed
out’ of “People You May Know.”
• To avoid being searchable on public search engines (Yahoo, Google, etc.), if you have selected
“Everyone” in the Search Visibility drop-down menu, simply uncheck the box next to “Create
a public search listing for me.” Unchecking this box also makes basic information about
you (your name, networks, profile picture and friend list) unavailable to Facebook Platform
applications.

News Feed and Wall: This page has two tabs. On the “Actions Within Facebook” tab, you can control
what activities result in stories showing up automatically on your Wall and your friends’ News Feeds.
• “Uncheck” any actions that you do not want your friends to know about automatically, such as
when you make a comment on a posted item or add a friend.
On the “Social Ads” tab, you can opt out of your information (and photos) being used for ads targeted
at your friends by choosing “No One” in the drop-down menu.

Applications: You can place some controls on the information available to applications on your
account, including those built using the Facebook Platform. Third-party applications, however, may
have their own privacy policies and user controls that prevail over your Facebook settings. As stated
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in Facebook’s Terms of Use, these applications are used at your own risk. You can learn more
about applications by reading the “Overview” tab in this section.
• Under the “Settings” tab, you can set controls for any applications installed by your friends, and
there is a general opt-out from any information being shared through the Facebook Platform.
For maximum privacy protection, you can check off “Do not share any information about
me through the Facebook API.” Please note that this option will automatically switch off if
you download any third-party applications or use your Facebook logon and password to sign up
on an external website with Facebook Connect. In other words, downloading applications
means that information about you may be shared in ways that you cannot control.
• This “Settings” page lists any applications you have blocked, and is where you go to unblock them.
You can also keep track of friends whose application invitations you have ignored on this page.
• The Beacon Website’s checkbox lets you opt out of having certain external websites post stories
to your Wall and to your friends’ News Feeds about your activities on those sites. Beacon is
being phased out of Facebook.
• To view a summary and to change  your own Application permissions, click on the “Applications”
button in the bottom-left corner of any of your Facebook pages, then click on Edit in the popup
window. In the chart displayed, each application has its own Edit option available. This brings
up a selection of choices about permissions to publish stories on your Wall about your activities
on the application or Facebook Connect external website. For maximum privacy, select “Never
publish any stories…”
In addition, the Privacy Overview page offers the option of blocking specific people from viewing
your profile.
Elsewhere on Facebook, you can control who can see Notes you have written and Photos you have
posted, and manage the visibility of your online status.
• Within My Notes, click on either the My Notes or Notes About Me tab and click on the Edit
Notes Privacy link under the Notes Settings heading on the right side of the page. The dropdown menu has the same options as those for Profile components explained above. You can
also establish settings for who can comment on and subscribe to your notes.
• Within My Photos, click on Album Privacy to adjust drop-down menus for each album, in the
same manner as the Profile components explained above.
• To adjust your online status setting, click inside the small Chat box that contains a silhouetted
head and shoulders in the bottom right corner of your Profile page. A small pop-up menu will
appear including a row with a statement of your online status. You can click to appear Offline
(represented by a red dot) even if you are Online. If your status is shown as Online (green dot),
your friends who investigate this feature can discover that you are online. This feature is intended
to facilitate Chat. This expanded menu also includes settings for seeing photos with names, or
names alone, of your online friends.
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To report a fake or fraudulent profile on Facebook:
• From any Facebook page, click on the “Help” link in the bottom right-hand corner. Within the
‘Help Center’ tab, click on “Privacy.” At the end of the list of Questions and Answers, click on
“See all Questions and Answers from Facebook.”
• On the next screen, find and click on “I need to report a fake profile or an imposter profile on
Facebook.” Fill in the form provided. You can also access this form directly at:
o

http://www.facebook.com/help/contact.php?show_form=report_fake_profile

• If you wish to report the problem without logging in to Facebook, send an e-mail to login@facebook.
com specifying that you are reporting a fake or fraudulent profile, with details such as the URL
of the profile, the name and e-mail address being used and any networks the profile belongs to,
along with your own contact information (so that Facebook can respond to your report).
• From the profile page itself: click on the ‘Report this Person’ link at the bottom of the page,
and select ‘Fake Profile’ under Reason. You may also use this link to report other violations of
Facebook’s Terms of Use such as attacking individuals or groups, obscene content, nudity or
pornography. The ‘Report this Person’ link does not appear on profile pages of your friends.

Additional IPC Resources:
When Online Gets Out of Line:
Privacy - Make an Informed Online
Choice: This brochure encourages
university, college and high school
students to carefully consider their
privacy options.

Be a Player: Take Control of Your
Privacy on Facebook: In this video,
Commissioner Cavoukian discusses
privacy and security issues with
regards to online social networking.
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